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RELEASE NOTES

Documenting ENHANCEMENTS & BUG FIXES for Alden One this Release

January 2023
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NEW

FEATURES

NEW FEATURES THIS RELEASE

o Add a print button to the conversation print page.
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BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

✓ Pinning the Collect Web menu option or the reference data tab, then unpinning does 
not dismiss the pinned tab.

✓ Reference Data - Account Configuration - Details - Columns show a sort arrow, but 
data isn't really being sorted.

✓ Subject line of email notifications on status change/assignment do not indicate "oh 
behalf of" correctly.

✓ Photo thumbnail on Edit Photo dialog is not showing the thumbnail image.

✓ Pole Notes default Category does not display when Note has been saved.

✓ The Add to Calendar feature does not carry over the date selected on the Apple 
Calendar.

✓ Create Rate Type - StartDate and ExpireDate need to be swapped in order.

✓ Reference Page/Notes Categories and doing a search, the results do not appear to be 
accurate.

✓ Order attribute shows on the Line Editor for a child asset on a conversation, but not 
in the grid.

✓ Conversation attribute name wraps instead of truncating on some conversations.

✓ No spinning wheel when updating utility pole.

✓ In Account Billing Info, user can type in more than allowed number of characters in 
several fields, and gets error that does not tell them what is wrong.

✓ Reference Data - column settings are not saved.

✓ Add to External Calendar remains active after I've cleared the date from the field 
(before saving).

✓ Add to External Calendar is not visible when field is read-only (edit protected).

✓ Cannot delete/Remove contacts from conversations that have a space at the 
beginning and end of email address.

✓ Ref Data Rate Types - List is blank when returning to tab if column filter is on for 
Account Configuration (or any lookup column).

✓ Conversation Asset tab does not refresh after removing poles from the conversation 
if the poles have been sorted via the UI.

BUG

FIXES
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BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

✓ User unable to clear date field once they enter a value.

✓ Show Active button on Account Config Details is not displayed if no deleted items.

✓ Unable to save changes to Poles and Attachments in UAT (timeout occurs).

BUG

FIXES 

(CONT.)
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